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It's never a good idea to be overly–relient on technology while traveling! Look up words
quickly and easily with this great little Vietnamese dictionary. Tuttle Mini Vietnamese
Dictionary is ideal for any application where a handy and portable dictionary is required.
Intended for use by tourists, students, and business people traveling to Vietnam or as a
Vietnamese language study reference Mini Vietnamese Dictionary is an essential tool
for communicating in Vietnamese and a great way to learn Vietnamese. It's useful
pocket-sized format and easy-to read type will make translating Vietnamese much
easier. In addition to being an excellent English to Vietnamese dictionary and
Vietnamese to English dictionary Mini Vietnamese Dictionary contains important notes
on the Vietnamese language, Vietnamese grammar and Vietnamese pronunciation. All
Vietnamese words are written in English as well as Vietnamese script so that in the
case of difficulties the book can simply be shown to the person the user is trying to
communicate with. This mini dictionary contains the following essential features:
Bidirectional Vietnamese—English and English—Vietnamese. Over 15,000 essential
Vietnamese words, as well as useful Vietnamese expressions and idioms. Headwords
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printed in blue for quick and easy reference. A basic overview of Vietnamese grammar
and pronunciation. All the latest Vietnamese social media and computer terms. May be
used for all U.S. ESL standardized testing.
An essential descriptive introduction to a South-East Asian language with over seventy
million speakers, this book provides a conservative treatment of the phonology, lexicon
and syntax of Vietnamese, with comments on semantics and history, with particular
reference to writing systems, loan words and syntactic structures. All example texts are
transcribed and glossed.Prof. Nguy?n Ðình-Hoà has based this grammar on his vast
teaching experience and gives basic insights into “Vietnamese without veneer”.
This is the most up–to–date and complete Vietnamese to English dictionary available. It
is designed primarily for the growing number of students of Vietnamese who need a
good and reliable Vietnamese–English dictionary. Although it is targeted mainly at
English speakers and other non–native users who need to learn Vietnamese, it can also
be used by Vietnamese speakers who are learning or need to know English. Along with
19,000 enries—covering contemporary words and phrases used in educational,
business and tourist settings—the attractive and user–friendly layout is organized
effectively, making it easy to locate words and phrases quickly. It also includes many
valuable pointers and information about the Vietnamese language. Completely revised
and updated with over 19,000 entries. Clear, user–friendly text with idioms, expressions
and sample sentences. The ideal dictionary for students and business people. The first
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edition, published as Essential English–Vietnamese Dictionary, was by Professor
Nguyen Hinh Hoa and his daughter Patricia Nguyen Thi Huong. It became a classic in
the teaching of Vietnamese. This edition, completely revised and updated, is the work
of Professor Phan Van Giuong who was a distinguished professor in Vietnamese
Studies at Victoria University, Melborne. Professor Phan, who has many years'
experience teaching Vietnamese and English, is also the author of many Vietnamese
teaching/learning materials and editor for several Vietnamese magazines and
newspapers. He was awarded the Order of Australia Medal and the International
Educator of the Year award for his outstanding contributions to teaching language and
culture. Professor Phan is now retired but continues to teach on a part–time basis.
Fire Support Bases Vietnam is a meticulous documentation of the construction, location
and role of fire support bases during the Vietnam War, compiled by Vietnam veteran
Bruce Picken. Often makeshift bases hacked out of primary jungle, these artillery gun
areas provided essential support to infantry field units during operations in South
Vietnam. In its simplest sense, a fire support base was an often hastily constructed
fortified artillery base position, usually sited forward close to the centre of the area of
operations in support of task force, battalion or company operations. The role of the fire
support base was to bring artillery and mortar fire within range of friendly forces
operating in depth. Artillery gun areas were not unique to the Vietnam conflict. In
previous wars they were deployed in allied territory to cover the front lines and to
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support advancing troops. The concept was first applied in Vietnam by US forces and
quickly adapted by Australian forces arriving in Phuoc Tuy Province in May 1966 to
fight a new kind of war. This conflict was not like its predecessors and the fire support
bases were now more usually sited in territory dominated by the enemy to provide
much-needed protection for forces operating in bitterly contested areas. Fire Support
Bases Vietnam is a detailed account that identifies every fire support base by date,
location and role and provides an outline of the operations in which they participated.
This is an essential reference book for those with a serious interest in the Vietnam War,
and adds valuable detail to the study of a campaign that occupies a unique place in the
Australian psyche.
Essential Vietnamese Phrasebook & Dictionary presents the practical language of
everyday interactions, conveyed in a way that's clear, concise, accessible and
enjoyable. It includes fundamental sentences used when meeting people, starting
conversations, and asking and replying to questions, as well as a basic grammar and
pronunciation guide to help you start speaking Vietnamese right away. Terms and
phrases covering mobile phones, wireless and social media help you make the most of
the language. In addition, sentences on the essentials of travel help visitors navigate
the basics of arranging accommodations, dining out, dealing with transportation and
emergencies and more. Essential Vietnamese Phrasebook & Dictionary includes: Over
1,500 essential sentences for everyday use A glossary containing over 2,000 terms and
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expressions A handy format for finding the information you need quickly and easily
Latest Vietnamese vocabulary and phrases for smart phones, social media and more In
this book you'll find: Expressions for meeting people, asking and answering simple
questions and starting up friendly conversations A pronunciation guide and grammar
notes explaining the basic sounds and sentence patterns of the language New manga
illustrations showing key phrases and situations Phrases for technology, WiFi,
smartphones and social media A useful English-Vietnamese dictionary so the right
word and phrase is always at your fingertips! Travel tips, cultural notes and
more—allowing you to interact with Vietnamese speakers without making serious
blunders Whether you're a total beginner or have some experience with the language,
this is a reference you'll turn to again and again when visiting Vietnam or interacting
with Vietnamese speakers.
This is a compact and user–friendly Vietnamese dictionary. The Tuttle Compact
Vietnamese Dictionary is the most up–to–date and complete Vietnamese dictionary yet
published. An essential tool to learn Vietnamese, it is written for English speakers and
other non–native users who need to look up Vietnamese terms, and can also be used
by Vietnamese speakers who are learning English. This dictionary has 25,000 entries
covering all contemporary terms likely to be used in educational or business settings.
The layout is user–friendly and attractive. Headwords are displayed in blue—this helps
the reader to locate words quickly. Information on parts of speech, idiomatic
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expressions and sample sentences showing the use of the words in context are given
for each entry. English pronunciations are given in the English to Vietnamese language
section. A comprehensive pronunciation guide and detailed notes on Japanese
grammar are also included. Completely comprehensive and up–to–date with over
25,000 entries. Contains English–Vietnamese and Vietnamese–English Clear,
user—friendly layout with idioms, and sample sentences given. The ideal dictionary for
students, teachers and business people.
The emergence and spread of literacy in ancient human society an important topic for
all who study the ancient world, and the development of written Chinese is of particular
interest, as modern Chinese orthography preserves logographic principles shared by its
most ancient forms, making it unique among all present-day writing systems. In the past
three decades, the discovery of previously unknown texts dating to the third century
BCE and earlier, as well as older versions of known texts, has revolutionized the study
of early Chinese writing. The long-term continuity and stability of the Chinese written
language allow for this detailed study of the role literacy played in early civilization. The
contributors to Writing and Literacy in Early China inquire into modes of manuscript
production, the purposes for which texts were produced, and the ways in which they
were actually used. By carefully evaluating current evidence and offering
groundbreaking new interpretations, the book illuminates the nature of literacy for
scribes and readers.
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The Oxford Handbook of Derivational Morphology is intended as a companion
volume to The Oxford Handbook of Compounding (OUP 2009) Written by
distinguished scholars, its 41 chapters aim to provide a comprehensive and
thorough overview of the study of derivational morphology. The handbook begins
with an overview and a consideration of definitional matters, distinguishing
derivation from inflection on the one hand and compounding on the other. From a
formal perspective, the handbook treats affixation (prefixation, suffixation,
infixation, circumfixation, etc.), conversion, reduplication, root and pattern and
other templatic processes, as well as prosodic and subtractive means of forming
new words. From a semantic perspective, it looks at the processes that form
various types of adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and verbs, as well as evaluatives
and the rarer processes that form function words. The book also surveys
derivation in fifteen language families that are widely dispersed in terms of both
geographical location and typological characteristics.
A practical guide to translation as a profession, this book provides everything
translators need to know, from digital equipment to translation techniques,
dictionaries in over seventy languages, and sources of translation work. It is the
premier sourcebook for all linguists, used by both beginners and veterans, and its
predecessor, The Translator s Handbook, has been praised by some of the world
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s leading translators, such as Gregory Rabassa and Marina Orellana."
This is a complete Vietnamese language course designed for college or high
school–level classroom use or self–study. Since its publication in 1998,
Elementary Vietnamese has become the leading book for anyone wishing to
learn Vietnamese, and an invaluable resource for people traveling, studying or
working in Vietnam. This beginner Vietnamese book was originally developed for
classroom use at Harvard University, where it has been field-tested for many
years. This revised Third Edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect recent
developments in Vietnamese speech patterns and culture over the past decade.
The main focus of Elementary Vietnamese is to assist learners in developing
basic skills in listening, speaking, writing and reading the language. It serves a
secondary function as a general introduction to modern Vietnamese society and
culture, with dialogues, cultural notes, exercises and readings drawn from
contemporary life and popular media there. Elementary Vietnamese is designed
for effective self-study as well as for use in a college-level classroom. Features of
the Third Edition include: Many hours of new downloadable audio recordings by
native Vietnamese speakers. Innovative pronunciation drills to help you to
achieve near-native pronunciation ability. New usage examples, cultural notes,
and exercises along with photos showing life in Vietnam today. A guide for
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instructors ("New Edition Notes") detailing changes made in the Third Edition.
The downloadable audio recordings which accompany this ebook are of native
Vietnamese speakers. These recordings cover: All dialogues, narratives and
vocabulary. Grammar and usage notes. Everyday Vietnamese idioms and
expressions. A unique set of pronunciation drills to help you speak like a native
and . Commonly-used proverbs, to help you speak and understand colloquial
Vietnamese.
Look up words quickly and easily with this travel-sized Vietnamese dictionary.
Intended for use by tourists, students, and business people traveling to Vietnam
Pocket Vietnamese Dictionary is an essential tool for communication and a great
way to learn Vietnamese. It features all the essential Vietnamese vocabulary
appropriate for beginning to intermediate students. It's handy pocket format and
easy-to read type will make any future trip to Vietnam much easier. In addition to
being an excellent English to Vietnamese dictionary and Vietnamese to English
dictionary Pocket Vietnamese Dictionary contains important notes on the
Vietnamese language, Vietnamese grammar and Vietnamese pronunciation. All
words are written in Romanized Vietnamese so that in the case of difficulties the
book can simply be shown to the person the user is trying to communicate with.
This Vietnamese dictionary contains: Bidirectional English-Vietnamese and
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Vietnamese-English sections Over 15,000 essential words and expressions
Headwords printed in bold for quick and easy reference Latest computer, mobile
phone, Internet and social media terms A basic overview of grammar and
pronunciation
Born on January 17, 1924, Nguyen-Dinh-Hoa grew up in Hanoi never imagining
the war that would ultimately divide his country and throw the region into chaos.
As he grew into manhood, he witnessed Vietnam gain its independence in 1945,
and like many men of his age he was swept up with the revolutionary mood that
engulfed the entire country. Eager to do his part for the newly emerging Vietnam,
he applied for and received a scholarship to Union College in Schenectady, New
York. This resulted in an English degree and a teaching position at the University
of Saigon. Since childhood, the author has been keenly observant of everyday
life, particularly the interactions between himself, his family and their community.
His precise account of midcentury Vietnam provides a detailed picture of a
beautiful country with a rich cultural heritage, and serves as a poignant reminder
of the devastating effects of the war in Vietnam on its people.
The United States in the Vietnam War, 1954-1975 is an invaluable reference
guide to the costly and controversial war the U.S. waged in Vietnam, over the
course of five presidential administrations. Focusing not only on the conflict in
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Southeast Asia, but also on the tumult the war inspired on the domestic front,
Louis Peake provides an authoritative guide to the wide range of media available
on the U.S. involvement in Vietnam. From collections of art work and poetry
about the soldiering experience, to journalistic accounts of battles, and military
training films, the entries consistently provide clear and concise descriptions,
allowing the reader to easily identify the value of any particular resource. With
revised and updated annotations, and over 150 new entries, this second edition
of The United States in the Vietnam War, 1954-1975 is an invaluable reference
tool for researchers and students of the Vietnam War. Routledge Research
Guides to American Military Studies provide concise, annotated bibliographies to
the major areas and events in American military history. With the inclusion of
brief critical annotations after each entry, the student and researcher can easily
assess the utility of each bibliographic source and evaluate the abundance of
resources available with ease and efficiency. Comprehensive, concise, and
current—Routledge Research Guides to American Military Studies are an
essential research tool for any historian.
It's never a good idea to be overly–relient on technology while traveling! Look up
words quickly and easily with this great Vietnamese dictionary. Intended for use
by tourists, students, and business people traveling to Vietnam Pocket
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Vietnamese Dictionary is an essential tool to learn Vietnamese and start
communicating effectively. It features all the essential Vietnamese vocabulary
appropriate for beginning to intermediate students. It's handy pocket format and
user-friendly, two color layout will make any future trip to Vietnam much easier.
All entries are written in a Romanized form as well as Vietnamese script (quoc
ngu) so that in the case of difficulties the book can simply be shown to the person
the user is trying to communicate with. This dictionary includes the following key
features: Over 18,000 words and expressions in the Vietnamese language.
Vietnamese–English and English–Vietnamese sections Fully updated with recent
vocabulary and commonly used Vietnamese slang. Clear, user friendly layout
with headwords in blue. Romanized and Vietnamese Script (Quoc Ngu) forms for
every entry. Other books from this bestselling series you might enjoy include:
Pocket Cambodian Dictionary, Pocket Thai Dictionary, Pocket Indonesian
Dictionary, and Pocket Malay Dictionary.
This is the first book in English to examine local government and authority in Vietnam
since the country's reunification in 1975. Beyond Hanoi addresses four questions: what
local institutions and offices have authority to govern; who are the local officials and
how do they get their positions; what do local governments do and whose interests do
they serve; and what do residents say about local officials and governing institutions?
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Based on in-depth research, six chapters emphasize particular villages and districts in
different parts of the country, one examines a ward in Hanoi, another focuses on Ho
Chi Minh City, and one compares leaders in several provinces. To contextualize
conditions today, two chapters analyse local government in Vietnam's long history. The
opening chapter synthesizes the findings in this book with those in other studies by
researchers inside and outside Vietnam.
Edward Harold Stuart Simmonds, who died on November 9, 1994 aged 75, will be
remembered as one of the few distinguished scholars who combined a knowledge of
both the languages and the literatures of Thailand and Laos, and who, between 1951
and 1967 succeeded almost single-handedly in establishing the study of Tai languages,
literature and culture in British universities. This book presents a fascinating series of
essays written in his honour.
This is the most up–to–date and complete Vietnamese to English dictionary available. It
is designed primarily for the growing number of students of Vietnamese who need a
good and reliable Vietnamese–English dictionary. Although it is targeted mainly at
English speakers and other non–native users who need to learn Vietnamese, it can also
be used by Vietnamese speakers who are learning or need to know English. Along with
19,000 enries—covering contemporary words and phrases used in educational,
business and tourist settings—the attractive and user–friendly layout is organized
effectively, making it easy to locate words and phrases quickly. It also includes many
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valuable pointers and information about the Vietnamese language. Completely revised
and updated with over 19,000 entries. Clear, user–friendly text with idioms, expressions
and sample sentences. The ideal dictionary for students and business people. The first
edition, published as Essential English–Vietnamese Dictionary, was by Professor
Nguyen Hinh Hoa and his daughter Patricia Nguyen Thi Huong. It became a classic in
the teaching of Vietnamese. This edition, completely revised and updated, is the work
of Professor Phan Van Giuong who was a distinguished professor in Vietnamese
Studies at Victoria University, Melborne. Professor Phan, who has many years'
experience teaching Vietnamese and English, is also the author of many Vietnamese
teaching/learning materials and editor for several Vietnamese magazines and
newspapers. He was awarded the Order of Australia Medal and the International
Educator of the Year award for his outstanding contributions to teaching language and
culture. Professor Phan is now retired but continues to teach on a part-time basis.
Sociocultural Contexts of Language and Literacy, Second Edition engages prospective
and in-service teachers in learning about linguistically and culturally diverse students,
and in using this knowledge to enrich literacy learning in classrooms and communities.
The text is grounded in current research and theory that integrate sociocultural and
constructivist concepts and perspectives and provide a framework teachers can use to
develop strategies for teaching reading, writing, and thinking to diverse students. The
focus on English literacy development does not imply advocacy for "English only" or
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ESL as the primary mode of literacy instruction. Rather, the authors take the position
that learners need to develop literacy in their native language and that the concepts and
skills learned in developing the native language create a foundation of strength from
which students can develop English literacy. Part I introduces relevant research and
language learning theories. Part II provides research reviews and information about
literacy learning within specific culturally and linguistically diverse communities. The
chapters in Part III challenge the reader to view the multiple social, intellectual, cultural,
and language differences children bring to the classroom as an opportunity for learning
and building on the diversity among students. Activities and suggested readings at the
end of each chapter involve readers in reflection, observation, meaning making, and the
construction of application processes for their new understandings. New in the Second
Edition: *updated research and theory on multilingual and second language literacy; *a
focus on the interpretation of these research findings to make them useful for teachers
and teacher educators in understanding and articulating the research bases for literacy
practices; *attention to current intensely debated issues, such as standards, the
phonics movement, and high-stakes testing; and *new activities and suggested
readings.
First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.
This work contains over 2,500 entries to guide students and scholars interested in the
languages and literature of Vietnam. The books, monographs, and journal articles
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considered are those written in the Western languages (especially French and English).
Meticulously researched and indexed, this bibliography is both the first of its kind and
an invaluable reference tool.
The first edition of ELL (1993, Ron Asher, Editor) was hailed as "the field's standard
reference work for a generation". Now the all-new second edition matches ELL's
comprehensiveness and high quality, expanded for a new generation, while being the
first encyclopedia to really exploit the multimedia potential of linguistics. * The most
authoritative, up-to-date, comprehensive, and international reference source in its field *
An entirely new work, with new editors, new authors, new topics and newly
commissioned articles with a handful of classic articles * The first Encyclopedia to
exploit the multimedia potential of linguistics through the online edition * Groundbreaking and International in scope and approach * Alphabetically arranged with
extensive cross-referencing * Available in print and online, priced separately. The online
version will include updates as subjects develop ELL2 includes: * c. 7,500,000 words *
c. 11,000 pages * c. 3,000 articles * c. 1,500 figures: 130 halftones and 150 colour *
Supplementary audio, video and text files online * c. 3,500 glossary definitions * c.
39,000 references * Extensive list of commonly used abbreviations * List of languages
of the world (including information on no. of speakers, language family, etc.) *
Approximately 700 biographical entries (now includes contemporary linguists) * 200
language maps in print and online Also available online via ScienceDirect – featuring
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extensive browsing, searching, and internal cross-referencing between articles in the
work, plus dynamic linking to journal articles and abstract databases, making navigation
flexible and easy. For more information, pricing options and availability visit
www.info.sciencedirect.com. The first Encyclopedia to exploit the multimedia potential
of linguistics Ground-breaking in scope - wider than any predecessor An invaluable
resource for researchers, academics, students and professionals in the fields of:
linguistics, anthropology, education, psychology, language acquisition, language
pathology, cognitive science, sociology, the law, the media, medicine & computer
science. The most authoritative, up-to-date, comprehensive, and international reference
source in its field

A concise, information-packed background of the history and culture of Vietnam,
including the country's relations with the United States. Comprehensive and
authoritative, this book accurately describes this fascinating country. The author
begins with a description of the geographical features of the country and the
various tribes and people that inhabit it, then reviews the various religions, the
educational system, and customs that have played and continue to play
determinative roles in the lives of the Vietnamese. The French colonial period
and its influence on the religion and educational system of the country are
covered as well as such fascinating sidelights as eating habits, society, and hair
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styles. A separate chapter covers arts of this part of Asia. These include the
theater as well as painting, architecture, sculpture, music, and literature. Some
Vietnamese legends are retold in the final chapter. Visitors to this country will be
especially interested in the sections on language, customs, festivals, holidays,
and recreation, not to mention places to visit. Miss Hau Dinh Cam, a Vietnamese
artist, has given added life to many pages with her drawings of the people in
scenes of daily life.
The studies in this book represent the rich, diverse and substantial research
being conducted today in the linguistics of Mainland Southeast Asia. The
chapters cover a broad scope. Several studies address questions of language
relatedness, often challenging conventional assumptions about the status of
language contact as an explanatory factor in accounting for linguistic similarities.
Several address the question of Mainland Southeast Asia as a linguistic area,
exploring new ways to imagine and define the boundaries, and indeed the
boundedness, of a Mainland Southeast Asia area. Two contributions rethink the
received notion of the 'sesquisyllable' with new empirical and theoretical angles.
And a set of chapters explores topics in the morphology and syntax of the
region's languages, sometimes challenging orthodox assumptions and claims
about what a typical language of Mainland Southeast Asia is like. Written by
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leading researchers in the field, and with a substantial overview of current
knowledge and new directions by the volume editors N. J. Enfield and Bernard
Comrie, this book will serve as an authoritative source on where the linguistics of
Mainland Southeast Asia is at, and where it is heading.
Tuttle Vietnamese-English DictionaryCompletely Revised and Updated Second
EditionTuttle Publishing
A Trauma Artist examines how O'Brien's works variously rewrite his own
traumatization during the war in Vietnam as a never-ending fiction that
paradoxically "recovers" personal experience by both recapturing and
(re)disguising it. Mark Heberle considers O'Brien's career as a writer through the
prisms of post-traumatic stress disorder, postmodernist metafiction, and postWorld War II American political uncertainties and public violence. Based on
recent conversations with O'Brien, previously published interviews, and new
readings of all his works through 1999, this book is the first study to concentrate
on the role and representation of trauma as the central focus of all O'Brien's
works, whether situated in Vietnam, in post-Vietnam America, or in the
imagination of protagonists suspended between the two. By doing so, Heberle
redefines O'Brien as a major U.S. writer of the late twentieth century whose
representations of self-damaging experiences and narratives of recovery
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characterize not only the war in Vietnam but also relationships between fathers
and sons and men and women in the post-traumatic culture of the contemporary
United States.
Maj. Ron Beckett had already served two tours in Vietnam when he received
orders to return in April 1969. As the district senior advisor in the remote, rural
Dinh Quan District of Long Khanh Province, he would face a demanding and
dangerous assignment on the front lines of pacification.
Writing Systems and Phonetics provides students with a critical understanding of
the writing systems of the world. Beginning by exploring the spelling of English,
including how it arose and how it works today, the book goes on to address over
60 major languages from around the globe and includes detailed descriptions
and worked examples of writing systems which foreground the phonetics of these
languages. Key areas covered include: the use of the Latin alphabet in and
beyond Europe writing systems of the eastern Mediterranean, Greek and its
Cyrillic offshoot, Arabic and Hebrew languages in south and south-east Asia,
including Hindi, Tamil, Burmese and Thai, as well as in east Asia, including
Chinese, Japanese and Korean reflections on ancient languages such as
Sumerian, Egyptian, Linear B and Mayan a final chapter which sets out a
typology of writing systems. All of the languages covered are contextualised by
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authentic illustrations, including road signs, personal names and tables, to
demonstrate how theoretical research can be applied to the real world. Taking a
unique geographical focus that guides the reader on a journey across time and
continents, this book offers an engaging introduction for students approaching for
the first time the phonetics of writing systems, their typology and the origins of
scripts.
From Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, this comprehensive reference work covers the
monetary systems of 203 countries and four confederations. It provides historical
and orthographical information for all monetary systems according to country.
Chronologies show the evolution of each monetary unit. Orthographies
summarize the commonly accepted English spelling of the unit names (singular
and plural) as well as known abbreviations and symbols. A glossary lists all the
monetary units alphabetically, identifies their countries, and reveals the
etymologies of the unit names.
Israeli Hebrew is a spoken language, 'reinvented' over the last century. It has responded to the
new social and technological demands of globalization with a vigorously developing
multisourced lexicon, enriched by foreign language contact. In this detailed and rigorous study,
the author provides a principled classification of neologisms, their semantic fields and the roles
of source languages, along with a sociolinguistic study of the attitudes of 'purists' and ordinary
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native speakers in the tension between linguistic creativity and the preservation of a distinct
language identity.
This is the most up–to–date and complete English to Vietnamese dictionary available. It is
designed primarily for the growing number of students of Vietnamese who need a good and
reliable English–Vietnamese dictionary. Although it is targeted mainly at English speakers and
other non–native users who need to learn Vietnamese, it can also be used by Vietnamese
speakers who are learning or need to know English. Along with 18,000 enries—covering
contemporary words and phrases used in educational, business and tourist settings—the
attractive and user–friendly layout is organized effectively, making it easy to locate words and
phrases quickly. It also includes many valuable pointers and information about the Vietnamese
language. Completely revised and updated with over 18,000 entries. Clear, user–friendly text
with idioms, expressions and sample sentences. The ideal dictionary for students and business
people. The first edition, published as Essential English–Vietnamese Dictionary, was by
Professor Nguyen Hinh Hoa and his daughter Patricia Nguyen Thi Huong. It became a classic
in the teaching of Vietnamese. This edition, completely revised and updated, is the work of
Professor Phan Van Giuong who was a distinguished professor of Vietnamese Studies at
Victoria University, Melborne. Professor Phan, who has many years' experience teaching
Vietnamese and English, is also the author of many Vietnamese teaching/learning materials
and editor for several Vietnamese magazines and newspapers. He was awarded the Order of
Australia Medal and the International Educator of the Year award for his outstanding
contributions to teaching language and culture. Professor Phan is now retired but continues to
teach on a part-time basis.
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Tuttle Concise Vietnamese Dictionary is the most up-to-date compact Vietnamese dictionary
available today. It is designed for English speakers who are studying the Vietnamese
language, traveling to Vietnam, or using the language on a daily basis to interact with
Vietnamese speakers. It has both Vietnamese to English and English to Vietnamese sections,
with enough depth that it may also be used by Vietnamese speakers who are learning or using
English. It's depth makes it a great way to learn Vietnamese. Divided into two
parts—Vietnamese–English and English–Vietnamese—this concise dictionary has a total of
25,000 entries. The entries given within each section include all everyday words and
expressions used in educational, cultural and tourism contexts in Vietnam today. The entries
give core information about: Parts of speech of the headwords. Useful meanings, common
collocations, idiomatic expressions and sample sentences. Vietnamese loanwords, many from
French, list the original source word as well as alternate Vietnamese words with the same
meaning. English entries provide additional information such as alternate British or American
spellings, singular and plural forms, and irregular verb forms. Contemporary internet, computer
and mobile phone terms are included, making this dictionary invaluable everyday use. A guide
to Vietnamese pronunciation and spelling, and other grammar pointers and explanations are
also included. The Tuttle Concise Vietnamese Dictionary is an compact and comprehensive
tool for successful language learning.
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